Property is Personal

Use equipment correctly.

Ask permission to borrow equipment.

Care for property.

Place all possessions in bag before assembly.

Place your bag beside you.

Respect and care for your property.

Label all property.

Use toilet equipment wisely.
Sensible is Safe

Receive permission to leave the classroom.

“May I leave the class to….”

Use furniture correctly.

Keep hands and feet to yourself. Allow for personal space.

Walk on concrete, walk ways and stairs. Keep to the left.

Stay with the class line or group.

Eat in appropriate areas in the playground.

Wash your hands after using the toilet.

Wear a hat outside.

Follow play equipment rules. Climb on climbing equipment.

Stay in bounds.
Fair is Fun

Have required equipment.
Allow others to learn.
Follow Teachers instructions.
Ask for help if you need it.

Show respect at the canteen.

Follow the rules of the game.
Consider others when playing.

Always move on the 1st bell.
Be in the right place at the right time.

Take responsibility for your actions.

Sit on class line.
Allow personal space.

Toilets are quiet areas.

Use toilet paper wisely.
Manners Matter

Pay attention.  Be on task.  Be quiet.

Follow Teachers directions.  Eyes on speaker.

Use soft voices.  Give your opinion calmly.

Stop play on 1st bell.  Move on 1st bell.  Be on time.

Wait sensibly.

Deliver messages promptly.  Respect others privacy.

Speak politely to all.  Treat others as you would like to be treated.